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PUBLIC MEETING

PROGRAMME
Monthly public meetings are held at the Kenmore Library,
Meeting Room 3, 9 Brookfield Road, Kenmore on the last Friday evening of every month, 7.30pm

Editor’s MEssagE

Greetings UFORQers!
I have the privilege of inheriting the role as
the UFO Encounter Editor from Lee and
my what big shoes they were to fill! Lee has
been the outstanding editor for 15 years
after taking over from Martin Gottschall in
1998 and made producing the Journal seem
so easy! Thanks to Lee for the thousands of
hours she must have donated in producing
an interesting read for all UFORQ members. Thanks also to Sheryl for helping sort
out the teething problems with the editorial
transition, we should be on track now...
April and May were bursting at the seams
in the UFO world with the Citizen Hearing
on Disclosure and the launch of The Disclosure film, Sirius. There was also a large increase in the volume of UFO reports to
UFORQ since March. Charles Hall and his
wife visited from the USA and he discussed
his incredible experiences in Area 52 working with the Tall Whites and two other Alien species. Sheryl had a feature and even
appeared on the front cover of the magazine
Take 5 and has another editorial pending in
New Idea. She and I were also on Today
Tonight recently promoting the group and
UFO research in general with the objective
that you don't have to be wacky to believe,
(although it sometimes helps...)

For further information see inside back cover

MEETING DATES
July 26
August 30
September 27

October 25
November 29
December
(Xmas Holidays, no meeting)

CAN’T MAKE IT TO A PUBLIC MEETING?
Tune in on to the following radio shows to hear discussion on UFOs, the
Paranormal and Conspiracy:
The Paranormal Panel on 4BC (1116AM) Tues 9.30-10 pm or stream live
at www.4bc.com.au
The Witching Hour on 4ZZZ (102.1FM) Sat 10-12 pm
The Frog and Peach on 4ZZZ (102.1FM) Fri 4-6 pm
or listen to both shows On-Demand: www.ondemand.4zzzfm.org.au
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Sightings & Encounters
April-May 2013
21.4.13 Woody Point
A woman was looking south towards Brisbane city
when she observed two lights bobbing around in
the sky. The lights moved to the left, became stationary, then moved to the right. They were double
the size of a star and when they moved they did
so in tandem. They remained in the same spot for
one hour.
23.4.13 Runaway Bay 6pm
Five witnesses observed a red, glittering light that
looked like a plane in the sky. It fell to the ground
then changed to green before rising up again and
taking off. It disappeared in four seconds.
24.4.13 Surfers Paradise 7.30pm
While at his workplace a man walked outside and
saw an object move behind a high rise about 10 or
11 stories high. It was the size of a 20cent coin at
arm’s length and oval shaped.
The object moved extremely fast and appeared to
be silent.
28.4.13 Runaway Bay 5.30 to 6pm
A woman was out walking when she saw a falling
star. Next she observed a shooting light go straight
up into the sky. It changed from red to green then
came back down. It rose up at an angle of 45 degrees then disappeared. The object was approximately 10 kilometers from the witness and she described the object as the size of a bus. It was red
and green and at certain times appeared blue. At
various times the object also performed circle
movements and changed colours.
The witness thought that if the object were a remote
controlled device it would have been going so fast
when it plummeted down from the sky it would have
crashed. She called the Sydney observatory and
was advised that nothing astronomical could explain
what she had seen.

The witnesses watched it for 3 to 4 minutes through
the trees. It disappeared behind the trees but as it
did it left an afterglow above the trees as if it had
brightened while out of view. The object was 3 to 4
times larger than a plane light and moved
horizontally.
12.5.13 Cairns 8.30 to 9pm
Seven witnesses observed five orange lights travelling from west to north across the sky. At first one
light appeared, stopped then faded from view in front
of Red Peak, then other lights followed.
They looked like plane lights but maybe double the
size but had no flashing lights like a plane. The witnesses said they couldn’t see where the objects
came from, only that they appeared from over the
mountain top.
13.5.13 Gold Coast
A man reported seeing an orange light for two hours
over the water near to the horizon. Search and rescue advised it was a fishing trawler on fire.
26.5.13 Coombabah 6.45pm
A man observed a light flickering blue and red in the
sky. It moved up and down in the sky and as a plane
flew past the object suddenly moved to the left as if
in response to the proximity of the passing plane.

10.5.13 Peak Crossing, Ipswich 5.45pm
A woman observed a light that seemingly appeared
out of nowhere in the sky. It was similar to a big
bright star but moved with a bit of a waver not in a
straight line. It was moving faster than a plane but
possibly at plane height. It was oval and moved off
horizontally.
12.5.13 Kewarra Beach, Cairns 8pm
Eight witnesses were looking west towards a mountain range when they saw a large orange light appear in the sky and move in a northerly direction. It
moved slowly at a low height while changing colour
to white.
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Spaceship Earth
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Have
Alien
Abductees Gone Underground?

After alien abduction researcher Budd Hopkins
first visited Brisbane in 1992, hordes of people
reporting alien abduction experiences began
knocking very loudly on the door of UFO Research
Queensland. Little did we know then that this was
a tidal wave that we’d ride for the next 8 to 9
years before it showed signs of abating.
Throughout the 1990s the association averaged
500 UFO reports annually and one year we received a whopping 800 reports. Not all of those
reports were of close encounters, but many were
of objects that defied our known laws of physics,
leaving little room for an Earthly explanation.

tion reports began
to resurface.

guise of the bitter pill we call ‘news’. Who can
One case in particular was of a man who called to blame anyone for screaming ‘enough is enough
say how upset he was over what he referred to already!’ and begin to look for saviours among
as the ‘love and light brigade’ when it came to
the stars, rather than aliens abducting the public
describing alien contact. He was angry that nega- like thieves in the night. But that approach
tive alien abduction experiences had been swept doesn’t help the people having frightening experiaside and felt that the public was being duped
ences.
into thinking that all aliens were ‘loving beings’.
This, he claimed, was encouraged by the likes of The UFO research community needs to relinquish
Dr Steven Greer and Dolores Canon who claimed judgement when it comes to the question of
whether ET contact is positive or negative, and
there was nothing to fear about ET contact, except fear itself, and that there is no such thing as deal with it how it presents itself. Whether this
negative aliens as Steven Greer wrote in his book can be accomplished is questionable, but we must
remind ourselves of our own psychological vulExtraterrestrial Contact.
nerability when it comes to understanding ET
The disgruntled caller assured me that negative contact and whether we have the wherewithal to
alien abduction experiences did still occur and
follow where our quest may lead. The UFO subthat he was indeed enduring them like others he ject is highly complex, but so too is human psyknew personally. The emotional climate of the
chology and it will always play a major role in our
public had changed to their receptivity to nega- willingness to deal with contact, friendly or othtive alien abduction experiences. So abductees, erwise.
he claimed, have 'gone to ground', and if true,
frankly, I can’t blame them.

Skeptics postulated that this increase in reports
was due to the many sci-fi alien oriented TV
shows that burst onto our TV screens during that
decade such as the X Files, Dark Skies, Babylon 5,
Earth Final Conflict etc. The suggestion was that
exposure to this genre of TV shows was supposed
to have stirred the psychology of the public’s
mind to create imaginary experiences of alien
abduction. However, this theory did not explain
the number and nature of reports that occurred This isn’t the first time something of this nature
up to 30 years prior to the emergence of these has occurred in the English speaking UFO community. It is a repeat of what happened to the
Sci-Fi TV shows.
contactees during the 1950s and 1960s when
negative alien abduction cases began to slowly
Whilst skeptics may cast aside alien abduction
reports as fictitious nonsense borne from exter- emerge, those contactees who had experienced
nal psychological influences, there is a constant beneficent contact were also swept aside. By
and predictable pattern to these experiences that the time the 1980s approached, a positive
‘contactee cringe’ had developed, until the
leaves the skeptics pet theory wanting.
1990s, when the response had evolved into an
By the end of the 1990s we began to see the
outright ‘contactee taboo' as negative accounts
emergence of mixed motif cases, where people of alien abduction were brimming from our files.
were reporting negative and frightening alien
Meanwhile, as in the past, there are individuals
abduction experiences, as well as the more posi- in our society who are having negative alien
tive uplifting accounts of contact. This seemed to abduction experiences and have been left out in
coincide with Dr Richard Boylan introducing the the cold once again. Perhaps this is not necesmore positive experiences of Star children. From sarily the sole fault of the UFO research comthen, the prevalence of frightening alien abduc- munity, but a reflection of the times we live in.
tion experiences became less and less until they The increased emotional stimuli invoked by news
were almost non-existent. This remained so until of terrorism, corruption and criminal activity.
a few years ago when more negative alien abduc- All of which we have to digest daily under the
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Thank you to Sheryl
Gottschall, our president who
has now worked UFORQ for 25
years, we are hoping for another 25!!! years!!
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JUST A MINUTE...
DISCLOSURE: The First Step
to CONTACT
By Tino Pezzimenti
If disclosure is to happen will it happen overnight, or
will the people of Earth be drip-fed information over
an extended period of time ?
Who will be the ones chosen to perform this duty,
who will people believe and trust, will it be a politician whom we already have trust issues with? Or
maybe it will be a diplomat trained in word trickery,
or a wealthy business person. or a religious leader...
Interesting questions to say the least.
Do we really need disclosure at this time and why?
Are we really ready for the huge life change this
may force on us? After all, we all seem to like our
comfort zones don’t we?
If it is finally revealed that aliens have been and still
are visiting us are we ready to accept them? Do we
trust their motives, can we see things as they do?
Do we have the patience compared to a race that
may have a much longer life span than we do and
may plan their societies with projects planned thousands of years into the future?
Maybe we prefer to be left alone and be allowed to
fend for ourselves even if our planet may be at the
brink, rather than to bring strangers into our fold
and have them interfere with our ways. Far fetched?
I don’t think so because it all sounds very familiar.
We have difficulties accepting people from other
countries let alone visitors from another planet and
these visitors may be hundreds or thousands of years
more advanced than we are. We will surely feel inferior and that can feed hatred.
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Will the aliens tell us that there is no God and that they had a
hand in our evolution from the beginning of our time, or to
add a twist, what if they confirm the existence of a Godlike
figure, how will this affect the non believers?
One thing is for sure, we would have to re-evaluate our belief
structures from scratch.
What would this mean to those who have lived their entire
lives following a belief structure that was handed down to
them from generation to generation, will they feel cheated
and lost?
These are the questions we must find answers to before we
cry out for open disclosure!
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Close encounters of the CE-5 Kind
27 April and May 5th 2013
Dr Gemma Regan
I have been watching the skies all of my
life in the hope of an unexplainable UFO
experience. Finally my patience and diligence has been rewarded using the CE-5
communication method of human initiated
extra-terrestrial being contact.

between us and the moon. However, we
had both been looking around us in wonder as to the nature of the shadow to no
avail. At the same time as the shadow
passed over us the KII meter, used for
measuring fluctuations in electromagnetic
radiation flashed onto 4bars and stayed at
The moon was full and bright bathing us in the high reading of for the 5 or so seconds
its glow as I meditated marvelling at the
that it took for the shadow to engulf us and
array of stars from the top of the Mountain- pass on. A couple if minutes later I saw
side.
one long black streak in the sky and my
friend saw what he described as a large
Video and audio were recording while I
black shape.
was UFO watching using CE-5 (close encounters of the fifth kind), a meditative
I tempered my excitement and restarted
communication method developed by
the meditation again as there was the poCSETI to summon intelligent extratential for more UFO activity. Although we
terrestrial life. I had been listening to the
had just had several incredible experiencmeditation application for the iPad develes I was hungry for more! During that thirty
oped by Dr Steven Greer called ET Conminute meditation we both saw two very
tact for only 10 minutes when the incredibright objects of white light appear at differble happened.
ent times and move across the sky, both in
a downward but erratic motion with a white
A large vivid red glowing orb suddenly ap- coma and tail. I saw one other which did a
peared north east of the full moon exactly
loop but was not witnessed and many
where my gaze had settled. It was at the
flashes throughout the night.
zenith of the night sky and had just silently
blipped into my reality. The orb was a third As I was returning home at 2.15 am, I was
larger than the full moon and looked to be contemplating the significance of that
a ball of fire with a bright red glowing cen- nights incredible personal experiences
tre with orange flames radiating outwards
when I had a parting gift. Whilst driving
as it spun in a clockwise direction.
along coronation drive I saw a very green
bright light just like a firework flare hoverAfter what was only a second it glowed
ing and then it shot vertically downwards
with a brilliant blue white light and rapidly
down from high above Toowong until it
streaked horizontally across the sky to the disappeared.
east for a short distance, leaving an orange fire trail in its wake. It stopped again,
paused stationary then glowed with a vivid Revisited!
orange flame which then flashed a brilliant On Monday 6th May I returned by train
blue white again and disappeared. All that from a Tool music concert with the same
remained was a red and orange flame line friend I had experienced the UFO encounwhere it had streaked across the sky. The ter with the week before. As I was getting
phenomenon must have only lasted beinto my car outside the train station we
tween two and three seconds.
both saw a big green/yellow glow towards
the city. It was unlike lightening as it reI finally returned to reality and shouted out mained bright for at least a few seconds
in exclamation of what I had just witbefore disappearing.
nessed, it was 10.13pm. The video camera
had switched itself off, despite having
I was just commenting on how I'd been
been started just 10 minutes before
seeing lots UFO lights recently and reI took a break to describe what I had seen calling the previous encounter when anothto my friend who had been looking in a
er fireball like UFO appeared. It was the
different direction but had noticed the flash. same as the one the week before but apWhilst chatting as I described my increduli- peared half the size of the previous one, as
ty at what I had just encountered we had
it seemed further away. There were the red
our second CE-5 encounter.
and orange flames spiralling off clockwise
again. It streaked horizontally from right to
We were both sitting on a rug in a large
left this time, leaving the same flame trail.
clearing bathed in the bright light of the full It stopped again for a second then disapmoon. Gradually a large black circular
peared in a large blue white flash. My
shadow of about 10 meters in diameter
friend missed it again as they were closer
passed from behind us and engulfed us
to the house and facing in the opposite
before continuing on in front of us and
direction. It was a confirmation to me that
across the field. Something very large and the phenomena I had experienced the
circular, had just silently passed above us week before was real.
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The Flame like UFO has been seen
throughout history and was described in
the Bible as Ezekiel's wheel. It often shows
up in paintings and has sometimes been
described or mistaken as a comet by historians. What I experienced both times was
not a comet or a meteor as neither would
move and also then become stationary. I
will be continuing my CE-5 meditations in
the hope of more incredible sightings!

———————————-Alien of
the
Month
http://www.ufosaliens.co.uk/
cosmicspecies.htm

LYRAN
Supposing that
the human inhabitants of Lyra (who are
said to have a common origin with Terran
humanoids) were driven out of that system
several thousand of years ago, then it is
likely that some of the present day inhabitants of the 'Lyra' constellation may be of
reptoid descent.
During the Lyran wars which are mentioned in several 'contactee' accounts, a
mass exodus' of humans reportedly left the
system and escaped to the Pleiades, the
Hyades [which are 130 light-years from
earth in the Taurus constellation], and to
Vega which is also in Lyra. This region, like
our own system, may still be a
'battleground' between saurian greys and
humans.
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Charles Hall and
the Tall White
Aliens at Area 52
Friday 12th April, 2013
Dr Gemma Regan

Charles Hall was thrust into a media frenzy when he arrived in
Australia as part of an Australian lecture tour promoting his fifth
book in the series, Millennial Hospitality.
The Brisbane lecture was hosted by Glennys Mackay at the Albion
Peace Centre and competition for seats was fierce as many
UFORQ, spiritual church members and the general public were
interested to hear Charles recount his experiences with the Tall
White Extra-Terrestrials.
Charles had previously worked as a nuclear physicist, and was an
ex-military American weather observer at the Nellis Air Force
Base at Indian Springs in Nevada where he claims he was unofficially assigned as part of an alien ambassador project from the
early spring of 1965 until May 1967.
The purpose of the secret project at Area 52, adjacent to the famous Area 51, involved technology transfers between the US military and the Tall White aliens. Whilst providing a space port for
the extra-terrestrial tourists to have a stop over and experience a
bit of human-styled rest and relaxation with a bonus visit to the
casinos of Las Vegas!
The role of Charles was to be a first point of contact for the Tall
White Alien visitors enabling them to observe and interact with a
trusted human being in a controlled military setting. A safe human zoo scenario for extra-terrestrials to visit, where Charles was
the object of attention. He described that he was a successor of
other military men who had been selected to be observed by the
Tall Whites, but they had somehow failed resulting in their personal injury and sometimes death. Charles described his role:
I was chosen to give aliens the opportunity to have a first
close look at one of those strange humans, one without
much rank, but one who would not freak out or panic or
do threatening or unexpected things. Such events, in
their view, obliged them or justified them to kill the human. This happened with the consent of the highranking US military, who would never let such an incident get in the way of the alien-human exchange of
goods and services.
He also described his shock when he was first exposed to his first
living extra-terrestrial:
I simply had no point of reference for the experience of
meeting creatures not of this planet. I had no briefing. It
was night. It was pitch dark. It was in the large empty
barracks on the Indian Springs base where I had my
bunk. I was completely alone in the barracks. The reality
is much different than one might suppose. I lived with
them for two years and even toward the end of that
time, the experience was never relaxing.
An under-statement if ever there was one!

Indian Springs, Nevada, USA. Site of the Nellis Air Force
Base.

Zac, a UFORQ member meeting Charles and Marie Hall

As Charles related his fantastical tales of the Tall Whites, it was, at
times, difficult to hear or grasp the gravity of his revelations due to a
defective sound system. Despite Alex, a helpful audience member
from UFORQ sorting out the speaker levels the technical issues continued throughout the lecture. Charles' wife also kept interrupting
Charles by yelling across the hall that he was to speak up or move on
to another topic. I wondered if it was living with the Tall Whites that
had trained Charles to be so complacent and unruffled by the situation or, if by living with Marie it had helped him cope with the stress
of being scrutinized by the Tall White Aliens and his potential death
at every close encounter!
It required a lot of focused attention from the audience to not totally
miss his incredible revelations of the alien species. He described how
the Tall Whites would communicate:
High-ranking Tall White generals do speak English.
Their natural language is entirely non-human, including
ultrasound pitches so that they seem to not be communicating. When they wear their electronic communication devices, they can directly implant language into
the human, and read the human's mind. They are not
capable of mind-reading, only their technology is.
Another revelation was how the Tall Whites viewed our relationship
with other animals as bizarre:
Humans are the only people that we have seen who live
so closely with their animals. For example, you feel comfortable milking cows, riding horses, and playing with
dogs. Every one of those animals could kill you, but you
naturally use your intelligence to determine how each of
those animals is thinking. Then you naturally take control
of them. Only humans do that. On most planets, once
people become intelligent, they don't want to have anything to do with the animals that are much less intelligent
then they are, so they kill them off. Humans will eat almost anything. On all of the other planets, the intelligent
people will only eat plants. The Tall Whites, only eat
plants.
Before the lecture started Charles was seated with his wife, Marie
selling and signing his books. I took the opportunity to squeeze in a
difficult question to him before the more formal question time at the
end of the evening. After just finishing his last book the night before
my uneasy feeling was that all was not as he portrayed. The doubt of
the validity of the encounter had been welling within me as I struggled to finish a long and often tedious account of his time spent with
the Grey Aliens whilst at the base. This change of focus in the fifth
book from visits by the Tall White Aliens to the Greys seemed to
mimic entirely his experiences described in the previous books with
the Tall Whites, but instead was with the Greys.
Another issue if contention was that I had just watched Charles presenting a similar lecture at the 2005 XCON meeting via the medium
of You Tube. In the Q and A session Charles was asked if he had any
contact with the Greys whilst at the Nellis Air Force Base and he had
denied any contact, only admitting to meeting two species: the Tall
Whites and a "Norwegian" extra-terrestrial species identified solely by
only having 24 teeth.
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Charles Hall and the Tall White
Aliens at Area 52 (continued)
So whilst purchasing one of his books I grabbed the opportunity and
commented on how I had just read his last book on the Greys, yet he had
denied having access to them whilst at the XCon in 2005. Charles started
to explain that he had been afraid of the military response if he revealed
too much when his wife Marie, interrupted and told him not to say anymore and that I was only to ask questions in the the Q and A session.
When I continued to ask Charles why the revelation of the Grey Aliens
would be any different to his open disclosure policy for the other two
species he didn't have an answer and was physically stopped from answering by Marie turning him away from me!
There was also the surprising admission from his wife Marie, who opened
the beginning of the lecture, that the first book was originally written as
a fictional account with changed names and locations to protect themselves and those who had served with Charles in the Air Force. She commented that subsequently Charles had written the books as non-fictional
accounts of his time with the extra-terrestrials. Each of the Millennial
Hospitality books has a visible disclaimer with the statement "This book is
a work of fiction."
Despite the reservations of myself and some other audience members,
Charles' lecture was pleasant and at times, entertaining. Many people
who were present appeared to be convinced that Charles' experiences
were real and that he truly had been living amongst the Tall Whites as a
disposable ambassador for the US Military. Although Charles himself
admits:
I was never shown any classified documents. I was never
given any classified briefings. I was never a part of any
classified program such as building secret aircraft. I never
took any photographs. I did not bring any government
property, anything material, any diary, or log book with
me. I came off the ranges (of the military base) with only
my memories.
Thank you to Glennys Mackay for allowing us the fantastic opportunity
to meet Charles and Marie Hall and hear about his fascinating close
encounters with the Tall Whites (and Greys?)
For those who would like to ponder upon the authenticity of the incredible experiences of Charles Hall you should read a book or two from the
Millennial Hospitality series.
Charles recommends his second book as his best.

Audience
comments
"Astoundingly well-rehearsed account of an intriguing

set of tales, but I came away with the sincere feeling that
they were little more than fables and flights of fancy
that I’d paid to hear that evening."
UFORQ member
——————————————————————————————————

"Lord Hill-Norton, Five Star Admiral, former Head of British Ministry of Defence once said
UFO's should be the subject of rigorous scientific investigation
I agree. While Mr Charles Halls' story was tantalising, the evidence
presented was of zero calibre, as there was none except for testimony, in which he won't name names. Mr Halls story does not
present anything tangible. Case dismissed."
Audience member
——————————————————————————————————"I recently went to one of Charles Hall's lectures in Brisbane. I
had previously seen him on a DVD talking at a US UFO conference and was looking forward to hearing him live. The community hall was packed when I arrived. Charles has quite the following in Brisbane it would appear. A few of the UFORQ regulars were in the audience.

Mr Hall was introduced by his wife and he spoke about his interactions with the alien race known as “The Tall Whites” while
working on a US military base. He described it as a terrifying
experience and he was constantly suppressing his fear to do the
job. The US basically used him as an expendable foot soldier.
Just how many expendable nuclear physicists do they have exactly anyway? He mentioned that he originally wrote a Sci-Fi
novel about his experiences but had since admitted to it being a
real event. He also mentioned locations in the book were wrongly named at the time and said that the US Government has never
hindered his talks or books or public speaking because he began
telling his story in fiction.
He didn't have any photos or maps to back up his story apart
from a photo of him in uniform on the cover of one of his
books. Some of his comments for not having evidence or photos
etc. seemed a little too convenient actually. I can't help thinking
that his stories are the real deal though. I mean, why would a
guy tell the same story for 50 years if it was a pack of lies? Just
for the money? Mind you, most UFO investigators would say the
governments have been lying to us for just as long. Questions
were allowed at the end. Give the guy credit for tackling that
daunting task.
The sound set-up was terrible and Mrs Hall kept shouting at
Charles to “SPEAK LOUDER!”. That was a bit embarrassing. I
couldn't help thinking if my wife shouted at me like that all the
time I'd drift off into a make believe world too. Mr Hall and his
wife were kind enough to pose for a photo with me. He comes
across as a quiet and humble gentleman and I'm glad I went."
UFORQ Committee member

UFO ENCOUNTER
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Siriusly?
The Sirius Movie and Dr Steven Greer's
Disclosure Project
Dr Gemma Regan

On April 22nd, World Earth Day, Sirius, the long
awaited disclosure documentary was released
online as part of the marketing campaign for
the Centre for the Study of Extra-terrestrial
Intelligence (CSETI) Disclosure project driven
by Dr Steven Greer MD.
The film was the largest ever crowd funded
project with two main goals:
Firstly to generate public interest and awareness of extra-terrestrial beings living amongst
us with the ultimate goal of full disclosure;
secondly to generate money to fund research
into Free Energy allowing us to escape the
petrochemical trap into which Western society
is entangled. The research of Tesla, previous
civilizations and extra-terrestrial technology
indicates that harnessing free energy is potentially possible. Having free energy would
change how humans live across the world,
enabling all of us to live the lives to which we
are entitled, free from economic constraints.
Sirius was produced by Emmy award winning
filmmaker Amardeep Kaleka and the team at
Neverending Light Productions with the aim of
exposing one of the World's greatest conspiracies, that the Earth has been visited by extraterrestrials over millennia and that they presently live amongst us and we secretly already
have their futuristic technology!
UFORQ screened the Sirius movie at our April
meeting in Kenmore Library and it was a
packed house. Most who attended had not paid
the required $9.99 to watch Sirius over the
Internet and instead preferred to wait a few
days to share the experience with like-minded
people at the meeting.
The first section of the film introduced the
evidence that ET’s exist using official military
and government documents alongside credible
witness testimony, many of whom had been
involved in the original Disclosure project. It
was the most watched Internet event in history with 250,000 people from around the world
watching the webcast streamed live on
Wednesday, May 9th in 2000 from the National
Press Club in Washington, DC.

It involved over twenty witnesses
from the military, intelligence, government,
corporate and scientific fields who testified of
first-hand knowledge of UFOs and extraterrestrial life forms. Testimonies were often
accompanied by military and government documentation with other evidence that demonstrated that ET contact resulted in advanced
energy and propulsion technologies.

The much marketed ‘grab’ which everyone was
waiting for the documentary to finally reveal
concerned the evidence of a real life alien!
Emails had been flooding to subscribers over
the months preceding the release of Sirius
intimating revealing news on the 6 inch Atacama desert alien-like humanoid. A series of DNA
tests, MRI and X-rays had been performed on
the tiny creature to identify if it was a hoax,
alien, human or something else. However, if
Despite the obvious public interest no US tele- like me, you had been following the ongoing
vision network discussed the event and only
research you would have been disappointed to
one major newspaper in the US printed a para- find that there were no new revelations in the
graph on the event subsequently. How the
film that hadn't already been disclosed in the
Disclosure project was received and distribut- Sirius film marketing.
ed speaks volumes about how tightly the
"free" media is regulated and controlled.
The Sirius documentary film ran for 110
minutes which, for me, was thirty minutes too
The middle section of the film focused on the long, especially when I ended up seeing it three
avant-garde physicists who were exposing the times in that week! We had seen and heard a
long-held secret technologies demonstrating lot of the footage before and I was annoyed by
how free energy can be derived from the fab- the "Dan Brown" style of short teaser scenes
ric of space surrounding us and how the
on the Atacama humanoid, interlaced with Dr
‘petrochemical fascists’ have suppressed this Steven Greer marketing himself through what
information with the help of governments.
would otherwise be just another standard
alien conspiracy documentary. However, the
Some of the work of Nikola Tesla was disvast majority of the UFORQ audience seemed
cussed in the documentary and the controver- to enjoy the documentary and were excited
sy mentioned over how the FBI ordered all of about the revelations and the possible develhis estate, work and possessions to be seized opments leading to full Alien Disclosure.
under the Office of Alien Property upon his
death. The film claimed that Man-made antiPerhaps I'm a cynic, but I expected more!
gravity vehicles have been in use for over half Despite the film being very average it could
a century and that they were often used as
have been so much more. The initial scientific
UFOs to perpetuate the ET abduction hoax in
tests have revealed that the Atacama humanorder to control the masses!
oid is real and lived to the age of six or seven.
This in itself is incredible even if further DNA
Throughout the movie are scenes demonstrat- tests prove it js mostly human. No tests will be
ing the use of CE-5, Close Encounters of the
able to conclusively prove that the creature is
fifth kind. This was developed by Dr Steven
of alien origin, unless we had an identical live
Greer's group CSETI, as a meditation available one with a passport from the Sirius star sysas an App. using human initiated alien commu- tem clutched in his tiny hand!
nication as a means of contacting extraThe movie Sirius is available for rental download
terrestrial beings (ETB'S).
($6.99) or to buy on DVD ($19.99) at
http://www.siriusdisclosure.com/
The theory is that the average person can
The webcast of the two-hour Disclosure event is on
make contact with aliens from other worlds
many You Tube sites and more information is availthrough the collective conscious of the group able from http://disclosureproject.org
and invite the ETB's onto Earth. Steven Greer There is a large handbook and further information
claims all ETB's are benevolent, although how on CE-5 available on the website
one can be so arrogant as to assume gnosis of http://www.siriusdisclosure.com/ce-5-initiative

such magnitude is questionable!
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Encounters with Non-Human Intelligences.
Exploring the New Paradigm. The connection to the nonphysical realm and dimensions of “soul“ Part I
By Mary Rodwell, Director, ACERN
“I believe we are trying to
explore a MULTiVERSE through the
eye of a needle.”
The human connection to extraterrestrial
and inter-dimensional intelligences. This
two part article discusses my therapeutic
model and researchers perspective from
working with 2000 individuals in Australia and globally.
Broadening the mandate:
The majority of the public and many researchers
believe Contact or encounters with extraterrestrials are defined through two, very limited windows of experiences: The Abduction scenario,
when the individual may feel paralyzed, abducted
in a trance, sleep-like state on-board a spacecraft.
Second is the contactee, who appears to have
almost full conscious recall of their Encounters.
My research suggests a third, far broader category, more prevalent and less physically intrusive.
It encompasses some of the above, but embodies
more subtle patterns of experience. If we broaden
the mandate to be inclusive of this third category,
we stand to gain a more complex, but far more
compelling picture of Contact. This can offer us a
better understanding of how and why these intelligences are interacting with us as a species.
For this article I will explore Encounters from all

the perspectives mentioned above and ask why
research with “Experiencers” i.e.: Individuals
having interactions with non-human intelligences, offer such diverse and conflicting data. What
approach is the best for the Experiencer seeking
answers and verification of their experiences?
The benefits of a holistic approach to gathering
data. Misconceptions about information revealed
UFO ENCOUNTER

feel angry, traumatized or victimized, but the
third category of Encounters feel the opposite.
They may feel their human species is alien, and
the extraterrestrials are their ‘real’ family. They
by hypnosis. And ask the question is the
experience a devastating sense of isolation. Ap“extraordinary data,” really confabulation, or
palled by the primitive, destructive behavior of
fantasy? Or is it demonstrating a broader reality,
the human species, and cannot relate to this
exposing us to multi-verses of which new science
aggressive behavior or the materialistic lifestyle.
explores as possible hypotheses to understanding
the nature of reality.
I use the term, ‘Homo Noeticus’, The New Human,
or Star Children, for this third category. HowevThe testimony from Experiencers, challenges not
er, what all types of Encounters have in common
only consensus reality, but our dearly held reliis their interaction in most cases is transformative
gious and spiritual beliefs. It demonstrates an
in their lives. The experiences and awareness it
intimate and complex association with extraterbrings challenges their consensus reality, the
restrials, and possibly beings which we underEncounters act as a catalyst and triggers awarestand to be inter-dimensional, and possibly
ness of their multidimensional nature, and chang‘intelligences' from a future time. If this is possies their lives, and perceptions of reality forever.
ble then our ‘interactions‘ span both space and
time, and include multi-dimensional realms, such
The open mandate. Exploring the matrix.
as dimensions of soul.
“Just observe, drop all your pre-conceived categories as best you can, and just collect raw inforThe broader context of encounters, and
mation. Don’t even use words like happened or
what makes Contact real?
didn’t happen, exist or doesn’t exist, inside outIt is my belief the extraterrestrial encounter,
side, real or unreal, just put that all aside and
when it occurs consciously, or in an altered
collect raw data”
trance state, and involves a communication with Thomas Kuhn, Author, The Structure of Scientific
non human intelligences, and subsequently
Revolutions, (1962)
changes the perceptions and world view of the
individual, is Contact. Although the term abduc- Thomas Kuhn’s approach may be controversial,
tee and contactee are synonymous with extrater- but I believe he is correct in how we should exrestrial encounters, and accepted in the public
plore this phenomenon. We are attempting to
mind. In my opinion the third category is far
understand something profoundly complex,
more widespread. It is subtle, part physical and through a limited and prejudiced window of
can be experienced in an out of body or dream
human experience, the subjective human lens,
state (OBE) where the interaction and encounter limited by human programming. We do not have
can be physical but also can encompass what we the information available to assess some of the
would term the spirit, astral or soul body/essence data from our present consensus reality. If we
of the individual.
wish to understand ourselves, these experiences,
the complex psyche, methodology and programs
The OBE (out of body) Contact, cannot be conof many different ‘ intelligences’ visiting this
fused with normal dreams, despite its dream like planet who are potentially years, or centuries
quality, primarily because it can be easily reahead of us in technology and spiritual awarecalled, months or years later. Normal dreams
ness. We have to be open to what we don’t know,
however, are soon forgotten, within seconds or and collect ‘raw’ data. By raw data, I mean informinutes after waking. Communication in the
mation which may not fit into the consensus
‘dream state,’ and also when the individual is
reality or present scientific models. Unedited data
conscious, is usually telepathic, and sometimes collated without personal bias and simply docuexperienced as downloads of data. These individ- mented without prejudice, or leading questions.
uals generally do not seek conventional help,
If we are open to exploring this ‘raw data,’ as
despite feeling isolated, they are fully cognizant potentially valid information and despite its
such experiences, if vocalized, may incite ridicule controversial nature, from all forms of Encounters
or at worst a psychiatric label. A big difference
between these Encounters is the Abductee may
11

Encounters with Non-Human Intelligences (continued)
we may gain a clearer understanding of what we
don’t know. Extra-ordinary data has been uncovered by many researchers and therapists, but can
be dismissed as confabulation or a product of
over active imagination, simply because it conflicts with our present consensus reality. My
difficulty with this approach is simple; it supposes we know what we don’t. In our ignorance, we
have to question if we are capable of judging
what is valid or has integrity!
The open mandate allows for exploration of
unedited data with the potential to offer greater
understanding of this human experience, but
also provides new information about who we
are, and the true nature of personal reality. The
veracity of the data presents in the form of consistent patterns of experience, when sourced by
hundreds or thousands of psychologically sound
individuals. I propose it would be unscientific
not to collate and research any patterns of experience no matter how diverse, extraordinary or
unusual.
As a researcher and therapist, working with over
2000 cases, I discovered my client’s accounts
have challenged all my dearly held beliefs, just
as it challenged theirs. I learnt, if I was to explore unchartered waters, I had to first
acknowledge how little I know. Otherwise I may
be inclined to accept only data that complied
with what I know, and in my ignorance, throw
the proverbial ‘baby out’ with the bathwater.
The open mandate approach proved to be the
most useful, not only as a researcher but it offered the client permission to explore whatever
their conscious and subconscious revealed without fear of judgment. It also gave them an opportunity to gain new insight and understanding,
for their healing and integration. This freedom
to explore openly was facilitated by them know-

ing I was totally open to whatever they vocalized, and not interfere or judge either them or
the information revealed.
Conscious and subconscious recall of
Encounters. Can the subconscious ‘if allowed’ tap into what may be the true
nature of reality?
Conscious recall of experiences has generally
been accepted to have more validity in the eyes
of the public and most researchers. However I
query this supposition and question if this is
really accurate. I believe conscious recall may
actually offer a limited, edited account of events,
because it rejects anything which challenges
consensus reality or its programming, and may
even edit out data. Subconscious information
however has no such limits, and will reveal
information without this filter. Author of Abducted and Passport to the Cosmos, Dr John Mack, a
renowned, and respected, former Harvard Professor of Psychiatry believed subconscious data
revealed though hypnosis was far more accurate
than conscious recall because we automatically
filter what we cannot accept. His belief the subconscious reveals is far more accurate. After
performing many hypnotic regressions I concur.
Conscious recall is extremely helpful, but can
still offer a limited account of what may have
occurred, once again because it will edit out any
event that maybe traumatic to the psyche. Hypnosis, however allows for unedited data to surface. Although, hypnosis, like any tool, can be
misused, and relies on the professional understanding, training and integrity of the facilitator.
In skilled hands is an excellent tool, and offers
an invaluable window into the human psyche. If
as facilitators we can suspend judgment when
information is revealed this way, we have the
opportunity to learn more about human experi-

ence in this realm and other possible realities. If
we remain open to what we don’t know, we can
avoid throwing ‘the baby out’ with the bathwater.
But many argue how can we verify the ‘integrity’
of such extraordinary data, when it challenges
what we call consensus reality. However even
though the Experiencer, will from a conscious
level be conflicted by this information, at some
deeper level it often ‘resonates’ and makes
sense. By this I mean, it creates an emotional or
bodily response to this data, a gut feeling which

feels right to them. Further validation of such
experiences may be corroborated by other individuals which adds further tangibility to the
data.
As a researcher I have used a similar model to
Professor Dr John Mack, who has stated on numerous occasions, that we can seek patterns of
experience, and if a significant number of individuals vocalize the same data, independently,
then it must have some integrity, and should be
explored, and collated.
Conflicting hypotheses, why is this?
There are so many varied and conflicting hypotheses in regards to our understanding of Contact.
I believe this stems primarily from the focus and
level of research. For example, researchers who
only accept conscious recall as valid, and discount data revealed by hypnosis. The other variables:
* Evaluation of what constitutes ‘acceptable’
data.
* Inexperience of the researcher or therapist.
* The depth of the enquiry or focus.
* The type of questions.
* Disinformation by covert black ops.
* MILAB abductions. (See notes at bottom of this
article).
* Researchers with a personal bias or agendas.
See article (2011) by Carol Rainey. The expose of two previously
highly regarded researchers. Rainey exposes their unprofessional approach to collating of data and treatment of individuals.
Consequently, provide damaging and erroneous conclusions.
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Encounters with Non-Human Intelligences (continued)
Awakening (Chapter 6) Who can I trust
to help me?
The Experiencer faced with sourcing help for
their experiences at present has a very limited
resource base. The research field of Ufology has
had more than its fair share of incompetence,
primarily because it draws to it, well meaning
but amateur enthusiasm, but many with few
skills to offer. Many Ufologists treat this as a
fascinating ‘hobby’ but not as their primary
work, as it just doesn't pay the bills. We do it
due to a passion for truth, and to help those
involved. Academia and in most professional
circles for the most part debunk this phenomenon, least publicly. Ufologists know without the
resources open acceptance and integration.
The researcher and therapist/
researcher. Who will suit my needs?
In my book “Awakening” I tried to answer
many of the usual questions. One important one
was who do I go to for help with my experiences. As many had important ‘sightings‘ of craft
they often connected with a researcher to begin
with. This is fine if that is all you need. But
what I have discovered is that many ‘sightings‘
often suggested more was going on with the
individual than seeing the space craft. A high
number also had encounters. This brings in a
new dynamic and one the experiencer needs to
understand so they obtain the correct support.
I explain a researcher primarily will use scien-

tific protocols and scientific models of reality, I feel that we as a species are being challenged
to decide what is tangible and acceptable data. by these Encounters to relinquish old reality
programs. Encounters, act as a modern day
This protocol may accept, exploration of sce- ‘shamanic experience’, designed to break down
narios, such as type of beings etc, to prove that outmoded programs of reality and allows for us
the encounter occurred. However, this is lim- to become fully conscious and operate in a
multidimensional reality. In my book Awakenited protocol and without further exploration,
ing I discuss the ‘realization event’; when the
can leave the individual feeling ‘victimized,’ or person finally accepts that the old paradigm is
worse, re-traumatized, with little or no under- no longer relevant, as they embrace a new
standing of why they are being visited. I have multi dimensional reality.
met numerous individuals, who years later
cannot speak about their encounters, without The reality shift needed after these Encounters
pain and fear, because of this approach. Howev- can be terrifying, and destabilizing. When all
known reality parameters are challenged. To
er, the therapists primary focus is on active
survive in this expanded reality they have to be
listening, the clients feelings, psychological
courageous enough to accept new norms. But
state to offer ‘tools’
like the apprentice shaman, if they face their
fears, explore and investigate with their new
Exploring the multi-verse.
awareness. They can often discover a richness
The Encounter phenomenon challenges us to in understanding, both physically, emotionally
expand our ’consensus reality,’ to be wise
and spiritually. They cannot go back to how
enough to accept we don't know what we don’t they were before, and not surprisingly most
know. Cognizant, our present understanding of have no desire to relinquish their new found
reality is being framed by a science in transi- understanding.
tion. Concepts such as Quantum Reality, the
Note: The shamanistic experience was found to be
Holographic Universe, Unity Consciousness,
parallel in outcomes, to the Encounter experience. Both
theories which suggest everything is intercon- bring transformative, heightened psychic and healing
nected through consciousness. A concept those abilities, and expanded awareness.
experiencing Encounters seem to understand —————————————
experientially as their experiences demonstrate Part 2 explores the complexity of this phenomenon. It asks if our present model of space-time
a complex, multifaceted, multidimensional
is too limited. It brings into question how we
paradigm which may prove to be far more
understand ourselves, and our reality, and
accurate.
what is the nature of human consciousness or
‘soul.’
ACERN participated in the study. W. Australia
Abduction Human Encounters with Aliens Dr
John Mack (1994) Simon and Schuster.
Awakening How Extraterrestrial Contact can
Transform your Life, Republished 2010 New
Mind Publishers.
‘Shamanism and Alien Abductions A Comparative Study’, Simon Harvey Wilson (2000)
Mary Rodwell. Author of Awakening and Principal of
Australian Close Encounter Resource Network (ACERN)
resides in Queensland Australia.
Web address www.acern.com.au
Email starline@iinet.net.au
Producer of Award winning DVDs Expressions of Et
Contact a Visual Blueprint and Expressions of Et Contact a
communication and healing Blueprint?

Wonder, 1996. Alex Grey
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Contactee Personal Accounts
Editors note: We received this

email recently from a former
Queensland resident who felt the
urge to share a harrowing UFO
incident that occurred to him over
40 years ago which he still cannot
explain. It has been reproduced
with David's permission.

Sighting - Late December
1969 Marlborough Qld
Hi

Marlborough and then crossing
a small bridge down the
bottom the trailer bottomed
out and we heard a large
Bang! – and the trailer started
to pull the car a bit to the right
side and the right hand side
trailer tyre started rubbing
hard on the mudguard and
smoking a bit – so we went up
to the top of the hill and pulled
off the road on a flat section
and all got out to see the damage. It was from memory
around 3am and we hadn’t
seen any cars really since not
long after leaving Rocky.

Well I have just seen your site
whilst trawling the net and I
thought I would take the time
to tell you what happened to
me way back in late December Well it was pretty much pitch
1969.
black except for the stars but
we had torches and we saw
I (at the time a medical stuthat we had broken a spring on
dent) and 2 of my mates – they the right side of the trailer.
were brothers - Paul (cost accountant) and Dave (motor
Lucky Dave was a motor memechanic) – we were driving
chanic – so he decided that we
up to Mackay for the 1970 Aus- had to get all the gear out of
tralian Spearfishing Champion- the boat – which we did – and
ships. We had driven up
get the boat and motor off the
from Newcastle and we had
trailer – which we did. We had
had a Chinese meal in Rockjust got the trailer onto its back
hampton in the evening and
to start to swap some of the
were feeling pretty excited
spring leaves from one side to
about getting up to Mackay
the other when some very
and competing – we didn’t
strange things happened…
drink – we were pretty fit and
alert in those days – I was only Where we stopped was I think
18 at the time. The roads were in a State Forest – the road
sealed but very poor quality as was cut through like a slot
you can imagine +40 years ago. through the high trees – anyway when we were trying to
We were driving a Ford Cortina work out how to do the spring
towing a 14 foot Quintrex boat swap these swarms of bright
full of our diving gear and
yellow lights started going
camping gear plus supplies –
across the road high above the
with the 35 hp outboard motor trees ‘buzzing’ us (sounded like
– it was pretty heavy and as
heavy buzzing of bees but pulswe were running the small
ing and strong)…they were very
wheels on the trailer – somenoisy and were moving one sething had to give – so as we
cond slowly and then they
were going down a big hill
would travel incredibly fast –
about 20 minutes north of
they then started to come
14

down the road at high speed
below the tree level and
buzzed us many times – it was
a cloudless sky and all the stars
were out – spectacular black
Queensland night – they
seemed to be playing with us
and knew we were scared out
of our wits. They would come
down the road right at us and
then at the last fraction of a
second go semi vertical and
travel out of sight way up
above us – the speed was just
incredible – they were also
changing direction at will – but
as a group…it was a sight to
behold let me tell you.

We just stood there at the back
of the car not knowing what to
do – looking at each other – I
remember Dave saying ‘what
the **** are these things?’ We
had a rifle in the car but we
instantly knew that it was
clearly of no use against whatever these things were. We
were just paralysed yet terrified
not knowing what to do or if
they were going to turn from
curious / playful to nasty……
UFO ENCOUNTER

Sighting - 1969 Marlborough Qld (continued)
We decided
drove off out of
that the best thing for us to do came from the south – first one there without looking back –
was to just keep on working on we had seen for hours and it
praying that the trailer would
the trailer which we did with
quietly pulled up behind our
hold out and that we wouldn’t
our hearts in our mouths. Paul boat trailer.
see that creepy guy or the lights
and I holding torches for Dave
ahead. We got into Mackay the
to work by – we were keeping We walked up to the drivers
next morning so incredibly rea lookout as these things kept window – glad to see another lieved – we were all certain
buzzing us. We all agreed that human being after what we
that we had been in real danwe would stop looking at them had just been through – and
ger for our
and maybe they would desist
said ‘Hello’ to the bloke driving lives and that clearly we had
and give up on us and we
the EH Holden - he was in his
experienced something very
would be OK. After about 30
60’s greyish hair chap clean cut strange indeed. So we didn’t
minutes or so they seemed to
but before we had a chance to speak of it ever again amongst
tire of the game and drift off
say anything at all – he said to us – but I have discussed the
and they came back a few
us: ‘Boys I wouldn’t worry
incident in passing – particulartimes but not with the same
about those lights – just forget ly when someone says ‘Do you
determined purpose and at a
about them. We see them all
believe in
greater distance away from us. the time out near Broken Hill
UFO’s?’ I usually say that I had
Being young lads and getting
they go up and down all night an experience once that has
up our courage again we start- like a highway.’
convinced me that something
ed to signal to the lights with
exists other than us and that
our torches and the mood be- This gobsmacked us. So we said everything cannot be explained
came one of comic relief – they ‘So you saw the lights too?’ and around us.
buzzed a few more times full
then he said
on and then disappeared.
‘Yes I did and the Abos see
Who that guy was – I have no
them all the time out here but idea – but he had a very cool
don’t worry about the
but threatening
lights and you are all best presence… it really makes me
never to mention this to feel very creepy even when I
anyone –
write this – he was clearly not
agreed?’ For all of us we what he seemed to be… I canfelt the same thing (we
not speculate any more about
compared notes later) his him – but clearly he had to
eyes were very focused
have had some connection with
right through you – he
the swarms of lights…….
was a ‘heavy dude’. We
agreed
That’s it – first time I have ever
and sincerely assured him written it all down – hope I
We fixed the trailer – great re- that we would never say any- didn’t bore you with all this
lief that Dave could actually do thing to anyone ever and he
stuff – but its important for me
the spring leaf swap – then we seemed to be satisfied with our to get it all off my
rolled the trailer back over and answers and said goodbye and chest – it all actually happened
started to load the
drove off down the road. Fun- as I have written it above.
boat and some of the lighter
ny thing also I can remember
gear into the boat – and we
that his car was very quiet and Regards – Chris from Dubai
put the rest in the car and on
it was out of
the roof racks – just enough
sight very quickroom for us all to get inside.
ly.
When we were just about finished – and still joking amongst Now we were
ourselves who
REALLY s******g
was shitting themselves the
ourselves – we
most – as young blokes are oft finished loading
to do when they get a collecall the stuff in
tive big fright – when a car
super fast and
UFO ENCOUNTER
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The Citizen Hearing on
UFO News Crop Circle
Disclosure (April 29 Formation
May 3, 2013) brought 40+ http://www.ufo-blogger.com/2013/05/ufonews-ufo-appears-over-wales.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=ema
witnesses
il&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+ufo_blogger+%
http://www.citizenhearing.org/

28UFO-Blogger.Com%29

"Then it gradually faded as it moved
further away. Incredible sight!" A
group of friends at Tannum Sands
also saw the mysterious light. "There
were seven of us who saw the same
object in the sky. We were at our
friend's house in Tannum when we all
saw it. "There were actually two of
them - one fades out and then another
one was there."

An amazed cameraman got the catch
of his life that makes him a strong
UFO believer, Amazing footage was
recorded over Wales in the UK, above
a well-known crop field the UFO apAnother reader has reported seeing a
pears to be dropping orbs from a few similar object with more of a white
thousand feet above land.
light, twice between 12.30am and
1.30am in the past two months.

From April 29 to May 3, 2013 Paradigm Research Group produced its
most ambitious project - the Citizen
Hearing on Disclosure. Forty witnesses from ten countries were brought to
the National Press Club in Washington, DC. Researchers, activist and
military/agency persons of high rank
and station testified for thirty hours
over five day before six former members of the U. S. Congress regarding
events and evidence supporting the
extra-terrestrial explanation for a
range of unexplained phenomena.
The Citizen Hearing on Disclosure
was an unprecedented event in terms
of size, scope and the involvement of
former members of the U. S. Congress. With over 30 hours of testimony from forty witnesses over five days,
the event was the most concentrated
body of evidence regarding the extraterrestrial issue ever presented to the
press and the general public at one
time. The Hearing was also broadcast
live over the Internet.
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"In the second sighting the object was
clearly moving to the north at slow
speed. It looks like the largest star in
the sky, but slightly bigger and a touch
brighter. "It's always to the east over
the ocean, ie Tannum. It's not the International Space Station, as I watch
this go over often," the reader said.
"I know what I've witnessed, and the
whole thing is being covered up."

UFO sighting over
Tannum Sands [QLD,
Australia]
http://tinyurl.com/cqqxbvl

A reader has reported seeing a bright
orange light over the Gladstone/
Tannum Sands area on Saturday
night.

The reader said the light he had seen
was the same as the Phoenix Lights
footage (see above) captured in Arizona, United States, in 1997.
"This is exactly what the lights look
like (over Gladstone). Of course there
is only one light in my observations.

In a Your Story submission on The
Observer's website, the reader said it
appeared as a very bright orange light
moving quite fast at first, then becoming almost stationary before moving
off again.
"It came back several times and
moved the same way each time. We
saw it three different times, as did our
neighbours and some friends in Gladstone. Definitely no ordinary aircraft or
satellite.

UFO ENCOUNTER

UFO sighting over
Tannum Sands
(continued)
Last year video footage of an apparent UFO was recorded over
Gladstone. The footage was analysed by expert Mary Rodwell,
who said it could well have been
an alien encounter.
After watching the video, Ms Rodwell said: "In my opinion the footage when seen in comparison to
similar UFO footage, both from
private sources and footage taken
from military sources, ie Mexico's
released footage taken from military aircraft.. the footage taken at
Gladstone demonstrates the classic movements and profile of a
non terrestrial aircraft."

UFO Returns to Park
http://www.bordermail.com.au/
story/1415905/ufo-returns-to-park/

The first time an unidentified flying
object was seen in Clayton South,
back in April 1966, it sparked mayhem, as dozens of screaming
school children ran towards the
pine grove where the silvery saucer-shaped object descended from
the sky.
Almost five decades later, another
UFO is scheduled to land in the
same spot, but this time, the childish squeals should be excitement,
not terror.
Capitalising on the notoriety of the
biggest mass UFO sighting in Australian history, Kingston Council will in June install a $150,000
UFO-themed playground in
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Grange Reserve, featuring a 3.3
metre high spaceship big enough
to hold seven children at a time.
The silver spaceship, loosely inspired by the descriptions of witnesses back in 1966, will be
trimmed with blue LED lighting,
says Steve Perumal, the council officer who designed the park in
collaboration with landscape design firm Urban Initiatives.
"We're effectively designing a
UFO and hanging playground
equipment off it," Mr Perumal said.
Giant springs that resemble landing gear; climbing nets for invasion; red spiral slide for escape.
And unlike that first flying saucer,
this one complies with Australian
safety standards.
Signboards near the playground
will sketch the details of what's
known in UFO circles as
Westall '66, when 90 witnesses,
including a school class playing
cricket on the oval, reported seeing up to three saucers either in
the sky or landing in the reserve
on a clear Wednesday morning
about 11am, April 6, 1966. It's
been the subject of several news
reports and one 2011 documentary.
The UFO playground gives the
1966 sighting official validation,
says Joy Clarke, 60, who was in
form two at Westall High
School when she saw "flying saucers" above the sports oval.

You got told: 'How crazy were
you? What drugs were you on?'
For God's sake, I was 12 and a
half and at school. I wasn't dropping LSD."
Shane Ryan, the Canberra public
servant who has spent the past
eight years researching the incident, has long campaigned for
commemoration on the site "I think
it was a UFO, which is not the
same as saying it was an extraterrestial spacecraft," said Mr Ryan.
"There is a core mystery here. Too
many people saw it. I think it's
something worth taking seriously".
Ms Clarke's childhood friend Terry
Peck ran to the reserve just in time
to see the silvery saucer rise silently from the ground, turn on its
side and shoot across the sky. "It'd
be nice to hear something serious," she said, "someone come
forward to explain it. We were all
brainwashed, told it was nothing,
some government experiment and
we weren't to talk about it."
Ms Peck said she would have kept
her silence "if I was the only one...
I don't want family or friends thinking I was a nut case, but because
there were so many of us. Look,
it's factual. I saw it. There must be
something if all these people who
are quite smart saw it."

"It makes you feel like people believe that it did happen," said Ms
Clarke, a sales rep. "For years
and years we were made fun of.
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Book Review
The Omega Project:
Near-Death Experiences,
UFO Encounters, and Mind at
Large by Kenneth Ring
Reviewed by Alan Reading
I was introduced to this book by Sheryl Gottschall,
Chairperson of UFORQ. I couldn't have had a better
referee to this title as Sheryl is also a UFO researcher,
healer, hypnotherapist and runs a meet-up group
delving into Afterlife Discussions.
Kenneth Ring, the author, is an Emeritus Professor in
Psychology. A retired professor who is so well respected
that he can still keep his official title. Some of his fields
of study include Near-Death Experiences, the mind at
large and the out of body experiences of blind people.
This title, "The Omega Project" looks closely at the similarities drawn between Near Death Experiences, UFO
Abduction Encounters as well as Kundalini Awakenings.
What is impressive about approaching a study like this
one, is a large number of scientists don't even want to
hear about it in the first place.
"Communion" Author Whitely Streiber writes the preface giving quite a bit of credibility to Prof. Rings work.
In fact it was Whitley’s book that first got the Professor
interested in the study of Alien Abductions.
The title "The Omega Project" means something like
"the last word" on these phenomena. I think that its a
good starting point for people confused about their
extra-terrestrial experiences. It helps the experiencer to
come closer to realising what they've been through. The
book is of particular interest to people who know they
have had an experience but aren't totally sure which
type of experience they were having. The Professor has
included a range of psychological multiple choice tests.
These tests were also given to his study groups to gather
the scientific data to back up his proposals. The questionnaires are included in the Appendix and you could
easily sit down and work your way through them to
discover more about your personal case.
The book presents a number of other cases detailing
people's experiences. Firstly, Near-Death experiences
where people encounter phenomena after a serious
injury. They can experience lights, meetings with other
beings, angels and dead relatives. They also describe
being sucked up out of their body and into an alternate reality and speak of portals and death tubes,
whilst also relating feelings of great joy, love and compassion.
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Alien Abductees also describe lights, beings, alternate
realities and strange time shifts. Having medical-like
procedures performed on them. Sometimes they also
have feelings of elation, joy, love and a spiritual shift
in consciousness, increased awareness, downloads of
Information into their memory and a new understanding of scientific theory.
People who have experienced Kundalini awakenings
have seen lights, can hear voices from beyond, feel
strange energy in their body and accompanied by
increased awareness and feelings of great love and
compassion. Sometimes they also experience aches
and pains in the spine, neck and shoulders or feelings
of electricity rushing up the spine, buzzing sounds and
strange visions. The Kundalini awakening has also
been described as going through a "Spiritual Rebirth".
Dr Ring concludes that there is an "Encounter-prone"
personality type where these phenomena are causing
the next step in human evolution. Perhaps a quantum leap. He also suggests the symbolism presented
in an experience can be interpreted so that the experiencer can make more sense of what it all means.
Perhaps the universal consciousness is trying to tell us
something through shamanistic dream symbolism?
This book does pose some intriguing insights on these
phenomena and their relationship with the human
mind but also leaves out some details. It doesn’t yet
delve into multiple witness accounts of Alien abduction. It doesn't talk about physical evidence left behind such as abductee's scars or biological evidence
left behind in some cases. Some Experiencers have
even had physical implants, all of which has not been
covered.
Nonetheless, it's a
fascinating read
and is well worth it
for anyone curious
about Metaphysical Phenomena
and how the human mind works.
Highly Recommended!
Available from Amazon from $3.99!
Hard-cover: 320 pages
Publisher: William
Morrow & Co; 1st edition (May 1992)
ISBN-13: 9780688107291
http://kenring.org/
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UFO RESEARCH QUEENSLAND INC
www.uforq.asn.au
info@uforq.asn.au
Phone: 07 3376 1780
BECOME A MEMBER
Membership with UFO Research Queensland Inc costs $35.00 annually for
membership [$45.00 AUD for International members]. Membership entitles
you to benefits such as discounts on meeting entry, Library membership, and
sees six issues of UFO Encounter delivered to your door. Cheques and money
orders should be made payable to ‘UFO Research Queensland Inc’ and mailed
to UFO Research Queensland Inc, PO Box 15222, City East, Queensland, 4002.
Overseas applications should be made by International Money Order or bank
drafts in Australian dollars.
PUBLIC MEETINGS
Public Meetings are held on the last Friday of every month
[except December] at 7.30pm sharp at the
Kenmore Library, Meeting Room 3
Kenmore Village Shopping Centre
9 Brookfield Road, Kenmore [see map below]

See us on Face book
https://www.facebook.com/pages/UFOResearch-Queensland-Inc

Access is via the lift from the undercover carpark.
Admission is $7.00 for members and
$10.00 for non-members.
PLEASE NOTE: Membership cards must
be produced for member-discounted entry.
For further enquiries call 07 3376 1780
or email info@uforq.asn.au

Kenmore Village Shopping Centre

Kenmore
Library

X
Entrance

Brookfield
Road
Moggill
Road
UFORQ LIBRARY
The Library now has over 500 books, videos and DVDs on its
shelves, with new additions being made all the time - which
makes it the largest UFO library in the Southern Hemisphere!
Members are able to borrow books, periodicals, dvds, videos,
audiotapes and other items on a monthly basis. Items are
available to borrow and return at Public Meetings.
LIBRARY MEMBERSHIP IS FREE TO UFORQ MEMBERS
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